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CHAPTER TWO 

COGNITIVE LANGUAGE 

2.1 The Nature of Cognitive Language 

We think that Quine is neither a believer of ordinary language nor a believer of artificial 

language; rather he is a firm believer of cognitive language. What then is cognitive language? In 

what sense cognitive language differs from other forms of language? Why does he prefer 

cognitive language in order to develop naturalized epistemology? Cognitive language, according 

to Quine, is predominantly associated with sensory stimulation or neural intake. Quine has 

used the term cognitive language and neural intake interchangeably. According to Quine, our 

information about the world is acquired from sensory stimulations. Sensory stimulation of Quine 

may perhaps be similar to the concept of „illocutionary force‟ as used by J. L. Austin. The 

interpersonal communication between the speaker and the hearer is all about the information 

about the world. Therefore, conveying information about the world must be related to 

stimulations. In a nutshell, we can say that cognitive language is a language of stimulations. The 

genesis or intrinsic aspect of cognitive language is stimulation or stimuli response of the users of 

language. Cognitive language is related to stimulations of our sensory surfaces. As a result of 

that, it has been attributed as cognitive. Here the response of every individual is associated with 

his or her own sensation. Language is a medium of communication. The communication is 

binary in the sense that it is made possible between the speaker and the hearer. While making 

this interpersonal communication possible both the speaker and the hearer must response in 

making communication possible. Thus, the response of the communicators is an integral part of 

making communication possible or successful. Communication of language between the speaker 
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and the hearer apparently seems to be a very simple and trivial one, but in reality it is 

complicated and complex. Quine while outlining the nature of cognitive language offers us a 

communicative mechanism.  

According to Quine, the distinctive nature of cognitive language is that it is public in nature. He 

elsewhere conceives cognitive language as a social art. At the very outset of his book Word and 

Object, Quine goes on to say that cognitive language as a social art is public. Sensory 

stimulation is the outcome of the function of brain. It is the byproduct of brain cells fire where 

chemicals are released into the bloodstream, the blood pressure rises or falls, and so on. Neither 

these are the function of language, nor even candidates for being part of language. Cognitive 

language, Quine claims, consists of public responses to stimulation which in turn at times may 

affect others. We respond to each other‟s responses to stimulation for our own survival. This has 

been attributed as the survival value of language. It can even function through primitive systems 

of signals as we see in the case of sparrow. For example, one sparrow sees a hawk, gives a cry, 

and the whole flock flies. Quine reveals the same in language as well. According to Quine, 

language is based on the idea and in language knowledge is embodied in a medium which is 

open, public, and scientifically traceable. Language is public and sharable but the stimulations 

language draws in the mind of the users of language are not shared. 

The other distinctive aspect of Quine‟s cognitive language is that it can be learned. Cognitive 

language is learned but from this it does not make sense to say that cognitive language is learned 

because of the fact that it is public in nature. Human language is learned from other speakers of 

the same language. This is so happens because “language is a social art which we all acquire on 

the evidence solely of other people‟s overt behaviour under publicly recognizable 
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circumstances.”26
 Thus, we are in a position to understand the very nature of cognitive language 

as developed by Quine. The distinctive aspect of Quine‟s account of cognitive language is that it 

is shared, public, learned responses to current stimulations. Quine‟s idea of cognitive language is 

different from the sophisticated discussions of language where the concept of reference, truth-

conditions, intention, and the communication of ideas count the most. The cognitive language of 

Quine is distinctively detached from this. By contrast, the idea of shared response to current 

stimulation is itself in need of explanation in more fundamental terms. Unlike the revisionists‟, 

Quine here gives emphasis on the naturalistic explanation of language where the human knower 

is conceived as a physical object in a physical world subject to physical forces and justifiable  in 

terms of those forces. Thus, it seems to us that the idea of shared, public, learned responses to 

current stimulation is fundamental for a Quinean account of cognitive language. Quine claims 

that there are certain bits of language which play the role of shared responses to current 

stimulations. The supposed bits of language are sharable. As they are sharable, they are 

observational in nature. Thus, the cognitive language Quine presumes is constituted by 

„observational sentences‟. Accordingly, Quine goes on to say that the act of assenting to an 

observation sentence is a learned shared response to current stimulation. According to Quine, 

observation sentences are directly linked to stimulation. As a result of that such sentences are 

fundamental on two important accounts. First, they are fundamental to account cognitive 

language. Here attempt has been made to know how our noises can be meaningful and the 

capacity to make meaningful noises can be acquired. Secondly, they are equally fundamental to 

account how our knowledge as a whole is answerable to evidence. These two issues are 

explicitly entwined with each other. Observation sentences, Quine holds, are the point or locus at 

which language is directly linked to sensory stimulations. Sensory stimulations are the only 
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source of our information about the world. Sentences thus can be cognitively meaningful in 

virtue of their links to observation sentences. Thus, following Quine, we can say that observation 

sentences are fundamental because it is only through observation sentences one can make a link 

to his or her stimulation. Observation sentences simply response to stimulation, of course, with 

certain qualification or reservation.  

2.2 Call for a Global Stimulus  

Stimulation or stimulus response holds the centrality of cognitive language. That is why Quine 

seeks a global stimulus which is undergoing at a given moment. It is „the class of all sensory 

receptors that were triggered at that moment; or, better, the temporally ordered class of receptors 

triggered during that specious present‟27
.  Such episodes, Quine contends, is cognized simply as 

a brief stage of the perceiving subject‟s body. They are said to be global because they include 

everything and leave nothing.
28

 Quinean global stimulus response theory is modeled on Carnap‟s 

elementary experiences. It is quite relevant to Quine‟s physical mimicry of phenomenalistic 

epistemology. For Quine and also for Carnap in the Aufbau, it is the whole sensory content of a 

given moment which is taken as basic. At that stage the distinction between the relevant and 

irrelevant aspects is otiose. One should pay attention not on the distinction between Quine and 

Carnap. Instead of that, one should pay attention on the similarity between them. As far as our 

observation is concerned, Quine‟s position of the whole sensory content of a given moment is 

straightforwardly physical. Quine elsewhere claims that we are physical objects. We are subject 

to physical forces which give rise to stimulations of our sensory nerves. As a result of that there 
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is no point of saying that „sensory content‟ is something for which the subject is aware. In this 

regard, Quine‟s position has a distinctive affinity with Carnap‟s view in the Aufbau. 

According to Quine, any idea of a response to stimulation leads one to presume that there 

underlies a systematic correspondence of stimulations with behaviour. The idea of a correlation 

requires that we are talking about repeatable type of stimulation and of behaviour. Precisely 

speaking, we do require similarity relations among episode of stimulations and among episodes 

of behaviour. Thus in real sense, correlation is a matter of stimulus and it is relevantly similar to 

a given one being regularly followed by behaviour relevantly similar to a given episode. We 

think that the notion relevantly similar requires further clarification. By the phrase or term 

relevantly similar, Quine actually means receptual similarity. Receptual similarity is a matter of 

physical resemblance between two or more episodes of stimulation. Quine in this regard says, 

“Episodes are receptually similar to the degree that the total set of sensory receptors that are 

triggered on the one occasion approximates that triggered on the other occasion.”29
 Even though 

Quine is less definite as far as behavioural similarity is concerned, but he suggests „a definition 

might be sought with regard to the total set of fibres of striped muscles that are contracted or 

released on one occasion and on another‟30
. Many would say that the straightforward similarity 

relations Quine has foreseen between stimulation and behaviour is very difficult to mark off. 

Suppose the person x while driving a car sees a red traffic light and as a result of that he has 

stopped the car. Now imagine the exact situation, except the light is green, where the person x 

does not stop his car. As far as a global stimulus is concerned, it may be presumed that the two 

situations have a high degree of receptual similarity. In both the situations, all the non-visual 

sensory nerves are stimulated in the same order. However, the behaviour of x is considerably 
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different in the two cases. What we can say here is that two occasions which are receptually quite 

similar must result in different behavioural episodes because the subject does not perceive them 

as relevantly similar. Stimuli thus are understood as global including all irrelevances. Indeed, it 

is precisely the irrelevances which cause the problem here. According to Quine, two or more 

episodes are receptually similar or dissimilar subject to the firing of nerves which make no 

immediate difference to the subject‟s behaviour. We need perceptual similarity because it will 

screen out irrelevances. Accordingly, we can say that two or more episodes should be treated as 

perceptually similar only if they are relevantly similar in the ways that affect the animal‟s 

behaviour in the same way. Alternatively, we can say that two or more episodes of stimulation as 

followed by similar episodes of behaviour should count as perceptually similar. However, many 

would say that such attempt to avoid the problem of irrelevances again falls into a problem of 

vacuity. It then amounts to a definition of perceptual similarity simply in terms of behavioural 

similarity. Accordingly, it can be said that if two episodes are behaviorally similar then two 

preceding episodes of neural intake would be perceptually similar by definition. Quine says, 

“Perceptual similarity … should be somehow intermediate between receptual and behavioural 

similarity.”31
 Perceptual similarity is reflected in the behavioural output and hence is somehow 

distinctive to the current output. 

The question that needs to be taken care of: how is the idea of perceptual similarity to be 

comprehended? In this regard, Quine gives the example of an animal. When a trained animal is 

confronted with a circular stripe he pressed a lever and is refrained when confronted with four 

spots. According to Quine, confronting the animal with a circular pattern of seven spots, we find 

that it presses the lever. Accordingly, we may conclude by saying that the pattern of seven is 
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perceptually more similar to the circular stripe than to the four spots. The whole process is 

mentalistic because here the animal acts on the basis what is perceived. It perceives that the 

seven spots as more similar to the circle than to the four. Quine, however, does not find any 

substantive ground on the superficial perception; rather he thinks that it relies on an intuitive 

notion of an animal perceiving. Here we do characterize perceptual similarity for the animal by 

saying that it consists precisely in the animal‟s being disposed to act. Quine does not think that a 

discussion of language at the behavioural level is fruitful. Instead of behavioural approach, he 

gives importance to the neurophysiological level. The so-called perceptual similarity that we 

observe in the case of animal is behavioural in nature. Quine perhaps does not apply the same in 

human. The perceptual similarity in human is neurophysiological rather than behavioural. Many 

would perhaps confuse of designating Quine as a proponent of behaviourism. We think Quine is 

not a proponent of behaviourism; rather he gives importance on neurophysiological aspect of 

human while developing cognitive language in the real sense of the term. However, we have a 

behavioural criterion for perceptual similarity where animals do exhibit some response to 

sensory episodes which are sufficiently and receptually similar. In fact, the very idea of 

perceptual similarity helps Quine to give an account of the idea that some parts of a global 

stimulus will matter more than others in explaining the behaviour of the other. Quine in this 

regard introduces the concept salient. By the concept „salient‟, Quine means the triggering of 

nerve endings. According to Quine, the triggerings caused by the light would be salient in each. 

In this regard Quine was inspired by Carnap‟s Aufbau. Quine uses the idea of salience to 

distinguish various modalities. The visual stimuli, according to Quine, are those stimuli whose 

salient triggerings are those of retinal receptors and so on. 
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While developing cognitive language, Quine gives more emphasis on perceptual similarity. He 

thinks that perceptual similarity has general and fundamental importance. In this regard Quine 

says, “Perceptual similarity is the basis of all expectation, all learning, all habit formation.”32
 

Perceptual similarity plays an important part of learning even in the primitive case of learning 

system. Even in the case of animal we notice the same. A dog once burned by a fire will not 

approach another fire. The same happens in other animals as well. It is a general perception that 

having been hurt in one occasion one avoids the same situation in the future. We can avoid the 

situation but we cannot avoid the event. We must survive within the event. We cannot avoid the 

event of earthquake. It is natural. But we can avoid the situation which goes against us. An event 

creates a situation and from situation consequence generally follows. Perceptual similarity thus 

helps us immensely to know about of learning. According to Quine, one may not learn about a 

particular situation at a particular moment, but of course, one may learn about all situations of a 

certain kind. It is perceptual similarity which actually gives us the relevant „kind‟. What is the 

nature and standard of perceptual similarity? Is perceptual similarity external or internal? 

Perceptual similarity, Quine opines, is innate. This position apparently comes to us as surprise. 

We think Quine has altogether a different interpretation of the concept of innate. Generally, in 

normal situation what is innate is unchanged. But Quine thinks the other way round. According 

to Quine, there undergoes a constant change within the standard of innate. However, within this 

changing paradigm there remains a prior similarity standard. As a result of that we can say after 

Quine that perceptual similarity cannot itself have been learned. Some of it is innate, but not all 

of it. This does not make sense to say that Quine accepts the view that we have innate 

knowledge. For Quine, perceptual similarity in the true sense of the term cannot be conceived as 
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a matter of the facts of the world but rather of reactions of them. We do not find objective 

similarity in two perceptual similarities. 

Of course Quine in his From Stimulus to Science
33

 admits that some standards of perceptual 

similarity must be innate. He equally proclaims that such standards change radically and rapidly 

in consequence of experience and learning. Perceptual similarity, Quine notes, plays a significant 

role in primitive induction where it is visible that experience of an event of one kind follows an 

event of another kind. This eventually leads to a repetition of the pattern. Expectations set up by 

primitive induction enable humans and non-humans to survive. Even changes in similarity 

standards enable animals to do this in a far better way. We note the same in human knowledge as 

well. Thus for Quine, revision of similarity standards essentially begins with primitive induction. 

Primitive induction is not our only way of knowing, but it is an essential beginning of our 

knowing process. It is the root of knowing process.  

Quine then assimilates perceptual similarity as global stimuli. It is a global episode through 

which animal‟s sensory nerves being stimulated. Quine elsewhere conceives perceptual 

similarities as dispositions. Quine says perceptual similarities are second order dispositions 

because it helps one to change one‟s similarity standards. What then is a disposition? A 

disposition, Quine says, a physical state of organism and thus the notion is a physicalistic one. It 

involves the micro-structure of the animal‟s brain and nerves system and therefore contains a 

vast majority of behavioural dispositions. It is difficult to explore. It is pending almost 

unimaginable advances in neurophysiology and hence be treated as the behaviourist criterion for 

possession of the disposition. However such complexity does not create any problem before our 

learning process. In fact, we have a sufficient condition for having certain standards of 
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perceptual similarity. As perceptual similarity plays the crucial role in primitive induction, any 

test in this regard is subject to an open-ended ceteris paribus clause. As a result of that the 

standards of perceptual similarity are fairly stable.
34

 Thus, the demand for global stimuli is 

justified because sentences are directly and firmly associated with our stimulations. Quine says, 

“The sentence should command the subject‟s assent or dissent outright, on the occasion of a 

stimulation in the appropriate range …”35
 According to Quine, individual‟s occasions of assent 

or dissent are directly conditioned to the individual‟s sensory stimulation. In this regard, Quine 

speaks of modulus of stimulation which assists us to unify various stimulus patterns which all 

lead to the assent to a given sentence. A competent speaker of the language will assent to a given 

observation sentence on the basis of perceptual similarity associated with stimulation patterns. 

2.3 Lead to Shared Responses 

The previous section deals with global stimulus based on modulus of stimulation. It was 

generally associated with the idea of a single animal‟s responding to sensory stimulation. The 

language on which the process of stimulation works is shared and public. Thus, the nature of 

cognitive language Quine envisages is shared and public. Accordingly, we can say that Quinean 

approach of cognitive language is closely associated with natural language. In this regard, Quine 

goes on to say that owing to apprehend any part of language as a matter of response to current 

stimulation one has to find a way of extending the previous discussion to make sense of the idea 

of shared responses. The idea of our sharing response to stimulation, what Quine tributes it as 

neural intake, is that of responding to certain stimulation in a certain way. One should respond to 

the same stimulations in the same way because here one is guided by perceptual similarity based 
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on the principle of ceteris paribus. But the question arises: how does the idea of same 

stimulations or same neural intake remain similar between two individuals? As each of us has 

own sensory nerves, own stimulations, how does it confirms that both of his or her sensory 

stimulation remain the same? In this regard, Quine says that as we have homologous nerve 

endings, we have exactly the same pattern of sensory nerve endings. As a result of that we could 

speak of the same nerve ending from overlapping persons meaning that one is occupying exactly 

the same like the other. In fact Quine does not appreciate this difficulty; rather he simply 

assumes that the notion of „the same stimulation‟36
 persists across persons. As a conceptual 

relativist, Quine though talks in favour of homology, but he does not talk in favour of full 

homology. In this regard, Quine comments, “If we construe stimulation pattern my way, we 

cannot equate them without supposing homology of receptors; and this is absurd … full 

homology is implausible.”37
 Thus, it seems to us that even though Quine does not anticipate this 

problem seriously, he at the same time does not give us a clear solution to the problem as well.  

In this regard one may make a fruitful contrast between Quine and Davidson. Unlike Quine, 

Davidson does not think that observation sentences are inherently linked or associated with 

stimulation. Accordingly, instead of looking into nerve endings, Davidson puts emphasis to the 

objective circumstances. Thus, Davidson‟s position may be treated as an alternative theory of 

meaning and evidence. Davidson remarks, “ …the events and objects that determine the meaning 

of observation sentences and yield a theory of evidence are the very events and objects that the 

sentences are naturally and correctly interpreted as being about.”38
 Let us make a contrast 
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between Quine and Davidson. Suppose a child in the presence of a horse utters „Horse‟. On 

Quine‟s account, here the child has acquired disposition to make an utterance within a certain 

range when it receives a perceptually similar stimulation pattern within a certain range. Contrary 

to that, on Davidson‟s account, the disposition which matters for the child‟s understanding is one 

that is galvanized by the actual horse itself. Thus, the real difference between Quine and 

Davidson lies between the use of a proximal stimulus and a distal stimulus. Quine talks in favour 

of proximal stimulus whereas Davidson talks in favour of distal stimulus. It seems that 

Davidson‟s distal stimulus is the most obvious way of explaining the public nature of cognitive 

language where social artifact consists of shared responses. Contrary to this, Quine‟s proximal 

stimulus gives an instantaneous connection with the child‟s nerves system. It looks like a natural 

choice because it is associated with causal account and also is connected with brain psychology 

where the real or actual explanation of these matters can be found. Thus, in one sense Davidson 

gives us the public nature of language whereas Quine gives us the desire for causal explanation; 

one is objective and the other is subjective. Davidson thinks that one should not think of 

cognitive language as a matter of shared responses to stimulation; rather it is a matter of facts, 

objects, events or situations in the objective world. The language, Davidson envisages, is 

cognitive but only at the price of changing the subject. For Davidson, learning of language is 

public and objective giving emphasis on publicity and objectivity. Quine, on the other hand, 

enquires how cognitive language is possible and how one acquires a language of this kind. We 

think Quine differs from Davidson and rejects Davidsonian position on account of the fact that 

unlike the later the former puts importance on the naturalized epistemology. While eliminating 

the so-called cognitive language, Davidson puts emphasis on linguistics. This is unlikely in 

Quine‟s case. Quine gives importance on naturalized epistemology as the outcome of the 
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pronouncements of natural science
39

 and common sense. According to Quine, the problem with 

Davidson is that even though he talks in favour of objectivity, but it is no longer clear in what 

sense and how far cognitive language comes to be about the objective world. 

Quine thus sticks to the idea that the stimulus to be proximal, not distal. Accordingly, cognitive 

language is to be understood as a matter of shared responses to stimulation patterns, not to 

objects. The individual is responding to stimulation patterns. Unshared stimulations do not help 

us to cognize the sharing of responses. We can make it clear with the help of cross-person 

comparisons of stimulations where perceptual similarity counts the most. Let us make this point 

clear with an example. Suppose, in a given perceptual situation the person x undergoes one 

stimulation pattern, A, and in the same situation the person y undergoes a stimulation pattern, 

A+. In another perceptual situation the person x undergoes B and the person y undergoes B+. 

Now, the point is that if A and B are perceptually similar to x, A+ and B+ would equally be 

perceptually similar to the person y. Quine conceives the standard of perceptual similarity in this 

way. Quine says, “In general, if external events … produce neural intakes in both of us, and 

yours are perceptually similar for you, mine are apt to be perceptually similar for me.”40
 On the 

basis of sharing standards of perceptual similarity, one can also make sense of the idea of shared 

responses to stimulation. As a certain or specific stimulus manifests a certain response, one may 

naturally generalize that any similar stimulus would have induced to manifest a similar response 

on the basis of the principle ceteris paribus. This is how the idea of shared responses is 

materialized. If we do share our responses then a perceptual situation which actually causes me 

to have a stimulation pattern will also cause you to have a stimulation pattern to the same 
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response. In this way, two or more distinct individuals do share their responses to stimulations. 

Sharing of responses is a natural selection; there underlies pre-established harmony of standards 

of perceptual similarity, independent of inter-subjective likeness of receptors or sensations. 

But how does Quine develop the stimulus meaning of a sentence? It seems to us that sentences 

are nothing but a part of a public shared language and hence inter-subjective in nature. As a 

result of that it can be said after Quine that the same perceptual situations which would give rise, 

in one speaker, to sensory stimulations would also give rise in any other speaker of the same 

language. This indeed requires the standards of similarity. As a social or inter-subjective 

criterion it emphasizes on the fact that the members of the linguistic community must share a 

response to stimulation for that response to count as an observation sentence. According to 

Quine, observation sentences are all more or less trivial by the standards of the linguistic 

community. By dint of perceptual situation, any two members of the community would give 

equal response or verdict on a given observation sentence. There thus never occurs any serious 

dispute. So, assent to an observation sentence must be a response to something readily detectable 

by the senses. However, a sentence over the course of history may acquire or loss the status of an 

observation sentence. For example, the sentence, „That is Mozart!‟ might perhaps become an 

observation sentence, with advances in musical education. However, there are seemingly limits 

to this process based on the limits to what can be readily detected by the senses. In this process 

Quine develops the stimulus meaning of a sentence. According to Quine, the stimulus meaning 

of a sentence for a given speaker is a set of stimulation patterns. Basically, it consists of two such 

sets, one positive and the other negative. As far as the positive stimulus meaning of a sentence of 

a speaker is concerned, it consists of all those stimulation patterns which would lead the speaker 

to change her verdict on the sentence to assent. In such a case the speaker would either dissent 
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from the sentence or give no verdict. However, after receiving the stimulations, the speaker 

would assent to it. As a result of that the given stimulation pattern is being treated a part of the 

positive stimulus meaning of the sentence for the speaker. The negative stimulus meaning can be 

defined in the same way but unlike the positive, here we note „interchanging assent and dissent 

on the part of the speaker‟. We need both the assent and the dissent because in such a case the 

stimulation patterns belong to neither. Our point of contention at this juncture is that for a given 

speaker to understand an observation sentence all that is required is that he or she has the 

appropriate stimulus meaning for it. This is how one can develop the individualistic criterion for 

being an observation sentence.  

In compare to individualistic criterion, the social criterion is more complicated. Here the problem 

of cross-person comparison of stimulations counts the most. Suppose a given stimulation pattern 

is in my positive stimulus meaning of a sentence. Then there is a type or range of perceptual 

situations that would standardly give rise to that pattern in me. Now, if the sentence is supposed 

to be an observational sentence it would standardly give rise to a stimulation pattern to you as 

well which would be treated as the positive stimulus meaning of the same sentence. It is 

important to observe here that stimulus meaning should not be treated as meaning as we 

understand by the term meaning in philosophy of language. Using a sentence with an exact 

stimulus meaning in the real sense of the term cannot be sufficient to use it correctly. Many 

cognitivists fail to conceive it. However, Quine conceives it very well. According to Quine, the 

very idea of stimulus meaning has no interesting application at all in the case of eternal 

sentences. In the case of an eternal sentence stimulus meaning may be empty. More succinctly, it 

can be said that an eternal sentence lacks stimulus meaning. An eternal sentence is a kind of 

sentence where the belief of the user of the sentence may not be changed within a considerable 
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period. For example, if I am adequately convinced that milk is good for young children then no 

stimulation pattern within the relevant time will lead to a change of verdict. As a result of that its 

positive and negative stimulus meaning would be void or null for me. Does it then lead us to say 

that the sentence is meaningless? The answer, according to Quine, is negative. Quine does not 

think that an eternal sentence is meaningless. There are many other sentences as well where the 

stimulus meanings are vacuous or nearly vacuous. The only point that needs to be taken care of 

is that stimulus meaning will not in general be close to what is required for an understanding. 

What indeed would be the stimulus meaning of the speaker when he or she utters the sentence 

“There is a philosopher”? The sentence under consideration does not tell anything about what it 

is to be a philosopher. Nor it will enable you to understand the sentence under consideration. In 

fact, its meaning is far from its stimulus meaning. Stimulus meaning is inevitably visible in the 

case of observation sentence because in the case of observation sentence what is required for 

correct use is stimulus response to the appropriate stimulation pattern. Thus, the meaning of 

observation sentence is its stimulus meaning. 

2.4 Learning or Acquisition of Cognitive Language 

There is no question of denying the fact that stimulus response of observation sentence is a part 

of learning process. It is true not only to humans; it would equally be true to animals as well. 

According to Quine, stimulus and response is a familiar behaviourist model of animal learning. 

In this process of learning, the animal at the very outset receives a sensory stimulus, makes a 

response, and receive a reward. Thus, in the process of learning, then occurs a series of episodes, 

such as, there is a similar stimulus, a similar response, and again a reward. These episodes as a 

whole inculcate the disposition to make a similar response when receiving a similar stimulus. 

This is the general model of learning. However, Quinean model of learning is somehow different 
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from it. Like the general model, Quine does not think the whole episode of learning as different 

events, such as, stimulus, response and reward. Rather Quine conceives the whole episode of 

learning as a single event. Every single event, according to Quine, is presumably pleasant to the 

animal in normal case and after a number of such episodes the animals eventually endeavours to 

recreate a further such episode. The animal acquires the disposition to add the response so as to 

increase the similarity of the pleasant episode. In this regard Quine says, “Learning, thus viewed, 

is a matter of learning to wrap the trend of episodes, by intervention of one‟s own muscles, in 

such a way as to simulate a pleasant earlier episode. To learn is to learn to have fun.”41
 Although 

many would say that pleasure is an essential aspect of learning, but Quine in his model of 

learning does not tell anything about it. Quine says, “Behaviourally the shoe is on the other foot: 

an episode counts as pleasant if, through whatever unidentified mechanism of nerves and 

hormones, it implants a drive to reproduce it.”42
 As a result of that Quine does not appeal to the 

idea of pleasure for a fundamental explanation of why the animal acts as it does. Of course, one 

should not presume it wholly unexplanatory. Nobody can deny that a dog acts in a certain way 

because it enjoys eating a biscuit. The same happens in the case of other animals as well. Now, if 

the dog‟s state of enjoyment were taken as explanatory then explanation would stop there. 

Explanation in terms of low-level generalization about behaviour actually suggests that this 

generalization is to be explained in turn by embedding it in a richer theory of the dog‟s „nerves 

and hormones‟. In order to learn, an animal must require not only the appropriate similarity 

standard for input that would require for the episodes of stimulation of its sensory nerves, but 

also for output, for whatever nerves and muscles are involved in that. Quine‟s model of learning 

incorporates both. For Quine, it is total episodes which are virtually related by relations of 
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perceptual similarity. We have already stated that one should address on the coincidence of 

standard of perceptual similarity for sensory stimulations where the process of learning actually 

hinges in part on the response of others. Accordingly, when we have a case of a one animal 

learning from another animal, the combination of perceptual situations plus responses must be 

grouped in the same way by the standards of perceptual similarity of the one and by those of the 

other.  

We notice a more complication when we deal with human infants learning language. Unlike 

animals, human infants learning language has been materialized partly by passive observation 

and partly by performance. At times a child sees something red and hears the sound „Red‟; on 

other it sees the red thing and makes that sound. These episodes are perceptually similar even 

though the stimulation of the nerves involved in producing the sound will be different. Thus, 

there is no reason to think about that people should not have standards of perceptual similarity. 

Possession of language certainly helps how one can imagine an evolutionary explanation of 

possessing standards. Quine of course offers us a simplified model of how learning of language 

or acquisition of language goes. In this regard, he assumes a „babbling model‟ and then explains 

how things work out in that scenario. In his simplified bubbling model we are to assume that the 

infants emits a noise by way of imitation  of what it has heard its elder utter or as a part of 

random babbling which in turn stimulates  the auditory nerves of one or more of its elders. At the 

same time, the elder‟s sensory nerve, more or less, are also stimulated in a way that would 

dispose her to utter a noise which she takes to be similar to that of the infant. The elder (or she) 

behaves towards the child in a way that disposes him to re-create a similar situation. Here the 

adult must act not so much when her own sensory nerves are appropriately stimulated but rather 

when the child‟s are. This clearly suggests that the process of learning actually hinges on the 
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adult‟s empathetically projecting herself into the child‟s perceptual situation. We are all skilled 

at doing this sort of thing; we have an „uncanny knack‟43
 for emphasizing another‟s perceptual 

situation. Learning is based on our being able to do this and also our having standards of 

perceptual similarity which line up in the right ways, both for input and for output. One must 

bank on these dwell points. Nobody can deny the complexity of learning even in the simplest 

kind of learning. One cannot even deny the role of empathy in the process of learning. The 

learner must have standards of perceptual similarity.  

Each perception, Quine claims, would be the outcome of fleeting neural event. For example, 

each perception that „it is raining‟ is a fleeting neural event. Two perceptions by Tom that it is 

raining are apt to differ neurally because there are varied indications of rain. Difference of time 

occurrence may also be noted. Thus, it may be said that Tom‟s perceptions of its raining 

constitutes a class of events that is too complex based on heterogeneous neurally. Having said 

this, still we may say, after Quine, that there is some neural trait that unites these neural events as 

a class. Within these eventful varieties still we have the perception of stimulus generalization or 

subjective similarity that Tom eventually learned to make the observation sentence “It is raining” 

and it is equally true and do for all of them. Here Tom must have standards of perceptual 

similarity which amalgamate varies class of neural events arising out of his brain. The same is 

also happening in Tom‟s teacher because his perceiving rain must be perceptually similar for his 

teacher. As a result it may be claimed that her standards of perceptual similarity unite certain of 

Tom‟s neural events even though the events in Tom‟s head and the events in her‟s (Tom‟s 

teacher) head are completely unknown to each other. Quine in this regard tells us to address on 

the symptom. He comments: “And what a remarkable sort of symptom! We detect it by 
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empathetic observation of the subject‟s facial expressions and what is happening in front of him, 

perhaps, and we specify it by a content clause consisting of a vicarious observation sentence.”44
 

The observation sentence “It is raining” counts as similar to both Tom as well as to Tom‟s 

teacher. While learning the sentence “It is raining”, the neural states of Tom in various occasions 

during the vicinity of rain must count as similar for him. Likewise, the neural states of Tom‟s 

teacher during the vicinity of rain count as similar. It is a matter of the learner and teacher that 

each having appropriate standards of perceptual similarity. These standards are higher-order 

disposition where states of the nerves systems of the brain are involved. Does it then lead us to 

assume that Quine here takes the behavioural approach of learning of language? Many would 

consider Quine as a behaviourist. However, we do not think so. We think that Quine here takes 

physicalistic account even though in specifies states of the brains as dispositions. Quine takes 

his simplified model of learning as exemplary. Its‟ implication is revolutionary in the sense that 

it not only effective in the first stage language learning, it is equally effective even in less 

favourable cases. Here Quine also emphasizes on ostensive learning along with observability. 

Quine says, “Ostensive learning is fundamental, and requires observability. The child and the 

parent must both see red when the child learns „red‟, and one of them must also see that the other 

sees red at the time.”45
 

2.5 Call for Observation Sentences 

It seems that Quine banks on observation sentences in order to explain the process of learning of 

language. An observation sentence, according to Quine, „is one on which all speakers of the 

language give the same verdict when given the same concurrent stimulation‟. Again, later he 
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claims that „observation sentences are precisely the ones we can correlate with observable 

circumstances of the occasion of utterance or assent and they afford the only entry to a 

language‟. According to Quine, observation sentences are the repository of evidence for 

scientific hypothesis. In this regard, he puts emphasis on learned shared responses to current 

stimulation. Observation sentences or acts of asserting to them are such responses. Quine‟s 

proposal of learning of observation sentences actually leads us to assume that what is to be 

learned is basically a response to current stimulation. The situation is, of course, more 

complicated than that of current stimulation. Observation sentences are not simply responses to 

current stimulation because observation sentences in some sense or other are structurally oriented 

whereas responses to stimulation are unstructured. More succinctly, it can be said that 

observation sentences are physical whereas stimulations are no longer physical. Secondly and 

more importantly, observation sentence, according to Quine, are corrigible, whereas a mere 

response to current stimulation cannot be corrigible. The question of correct or incorrect; truth or 

falsity in the case of a response to stimulation simply does not arise. 

Are observation sentences incorrigible? If they are so, then in what sense are they incorrigible? 

In what sense Quine understands or conceives the concept of incorrigibility? The concept of 

„incorrigibility‟ is philosophically a desirable concept and many philosophers have used this 

term. The „cogito-ergo-sum‟ of Descartes is an incorrigible statement. It is incorrigible in the 

sense that it absolutely true. Thus, it may be said that a statement is incorrigible if it is absolutely 

true. Quine, of course, cannot interpret the term „incorrigibility‟ along with the line of Descartes; 

Quine would be regarded as conceptual relativist. As far as incorrigibility of observational 

sentences is concerned, Quine sincerely gives an affirmative answer to it in his Word and Object. 

But he equally imposes a qualification. He says that “the philosophical doctrine of infallibility of 
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observation sentences is sustained under our version. … (This immunity to error is, however, 

like observationality itself, for us a matter of degree.)”46
 Quine‟s version of observation 

sentences actually departs from a philosophical tradition in the sense that it allows about ordinary 

things instead of requiring them to report sense data. Even in his Roots of Reference, Quine is 

more explicit in allowing for corrigibility. He remarks: “Our definition of observation sentence 

speaks only of concurrence of present witnesses, and sets no bar to subsequent retractions.”47
 He 

then sets out the criterion of observability. As far as the criterion of observability is concerned, 

observation sentences are no longer associated with determining the truth value of the sentence; 

rather it looks for immediate and unreflective assent to the sentence. 

According to Quine, one cannot rule out the deceptive situation of observation sentence. When 

„Rabbit‟ uttered as a one-word sentence, there are surely situations in which it looks for all the 

world as if rabbits are present, yet it would perhaps be the case that there are no rabbits around. 

The situation that occurs in this putative observation sentence is called deceptive where any 

normal speaker of the language is likely to give the wrong decision on the sentence due to the 

lack of knowledge. One can imagine a wholly convincing deceptive situation for „Rabbit‟. In a 

situation of this type observers will assent to „Rabbit‟ because in such a case each observer is 

experiencing stimulation. However, they are wrong because there are no rabbits around. Thus, in 

a deceptive situation one looks at rabbit around but in real sense there is no rabbit at all. Now, 

the point is that in the case of deceptive situation whether the sentence would be treated as 

observational sentence. Suppose x knows in somehow that a particular situation is deceptive and 

y does not know it. As a result of that both x and y will give different verdict regarding this 

situation even though both of them have perceptually similar stimulus response. The same can 
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happen in other cases as well. It thus seems that we have the same global stimulus even though 

our responses to different queried sentences would be different. The sort of cognitive language 

Quine thus presumes proceeds in terms of dispositions. As a result of that most of the Quine‟s 

discussions of cognitive language address it very well of how it functions and of how it might be 

learnt if observation sentences were simply responses to stimulation.  

We need to explicate the question how often deceptive situations occur in case of observational 

sentences? For example, „There is a horse‟ is a highly observational sentence. In contrast, „It‟s 

flimsy‟ has a lower degree of observability. Thus, the idea of observationality can be measured 

in terms of degree. The degree of observationality of a sentence is closely associated with the 

way it can be learnt. Corrigibility often reflects that acquiring a disposition to assent to sentence 

under appropriate stimulatory conditions does not amount to full mastery of the sentence. 

However, for highly observational sentence it will come nearer to it. This is reflected when we 

make a comparison between an infant and an adult learners of language. An infant who acquires 

such a disposition will not be able to use the sentence in the same way an adult can do it. The 

reason is that like an adult the infant does not have the mastery and authenticity over the 

language he uses. As a result of that, the infant under consideration will not be able to respond 

appropriately in situations which the adult can tell are deceptive. As the situation so presumed is 

highly observational, such situations would extremely rare. Even though the infant has to go a 

long way towards learning the correct use of the sentence, but still we can say that in the case of 

highly observational sentence the infant‟s use will in fact very close to that of the adult. 

According to Quine, even in case of color, for example „Red‟, „sameness of stimulus meaning 

comes unusually close to what one intuitively expects of synonymy‟.48
 Quine in this regard talks 
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of „intrusive information‟. According to Quine, although intrusive information at times plays 

significant role in different situations but we must heavily rely on generally shared collateral 

information as well. The notion of observationality, Quine opines, is relative to the modulus of 

stimulation. As the notion of stimulus meaning was relative to the modulus, observationality, 

according to Quine, increases with the modulus. Even though the notion of observationality to 

some extent is vague, but we ignore degree of constancy or reliability of stimulus meaning from 

speaker to speaker. Quine says that “the stimulus meaning of a standing sentence can show fair 

constancy from speaker to speaker…”49
 Thus, viewing the graded notion of observationality, we 

may still speak of sentences simply as observation sentences when they are high in 

observationality. For Quine, it is for „observation sentences that the notion of stimulus meaning 

constitutes a reasonable notion of meaning.‟50
 In the case of observation sentence we are pretty 

sure that there is a firm agreement on the part of the well-placed observers. The notion of 

agreement on the part of observers leads us to assume that the concept of observationality is 

social. For Quine, language as a socially inculcated set of dispositions is substantially uniform 

over the community, but it is uniform in different ways for different sentences. This position of 

Quine has a similarity with later Wittgenstein. The concept of family-resemblance or form of life 

of later Wittgenstein has the same philosophical implication of Quine even though like the 

former the latter does not talk about ordinary language. Language, for Wittgenstein, is form of an 

activity; language is rule-following and following a rule is a practice in society, in community 

and within the form of life. Thus, in a sense language is social for both Quine and Wittgenstein. 

However, Quine‟s understanding of language is cognitive in nature and such language is 

certainly foreign in later Wittgenstein. 
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Even though we are talking of corrigibility, but it shows that acquiring a disposition to assent to a 

sentence under appropriate stimulatory conditions does not amount to full mastery of the 

sentence. What we can say here is the idea of partially learning. It is the process of partially 

learning through which an infant might go a long way towards learning the correct use of some 

sentences. Thus for Quine, acquiring the mastery of language is a practice through observability; 

whereas for Chomsky, acquiring the mastery or competence over language is an innate process 

that has been developed through Transformational Generative Grammar (TGG). According to 

Quine, we start with partial or defective learning and once we have learnt more we are in a 

position to refine our earlier usages and making it correct until it amounts to complete adult 

mastery of the sentence. Thus, the process of acquiring the mastery of language is a process of 

constant and continuous revision of language through stimulus response, perceptual similarity 

based on observational sentences. Utterances of highly observational sentences are very close to 

being response to current stimulation. It is closely connected with the very concept of 

corrigibility and truth-values. Observation sentences, Quine thinks, are thus integrated with the 

rest of the theory because we tend to revise our theories in terms of responses. At times, we will 

revise our observation sentences in response to theory and at other times we will withdraw an 

observation sentence for avoiding unacceptable theoretical adjustments. Quine in this regard 

says, “The tail thus comes, in an extremity, to wag the dog”.51
 For Quine, if theories are 

responsive to observation sentences, then we cannot rule out the possibility under which 

incorrigibility is settled in favour of the theory. Accordingly, there is no point in saying that the 

incorrigibility of observation sentences is adventitious. Rather one has to assume that it is a 

byproduct of their being integrated with theory. 
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As far as objectivity is concerned one has to say that some features of observation sentences lie 

behind our talking about them to have truth-values and to be objective claims about the world. 

However, the question remains unresolved that how a mere response to stimulation could be an 

objective claim? However, once we introduce the idea that the response is corrigible; the matter 

would be altogether different. Objective claims are those where we may have turned out to be 

mistaken about it with regard to public opinion and it may need to be revised at some point. In 

this regard, Quine quips why we take our language to be about a world independent of it and of 

us? Part of his answer is that learning is inter-subjective. So, the real, Quine says, „is the stuff 

that mother vouches for and calls by name‟52
. Accordingly, it can be said that the real is also the 

stuff about which mother and others in general may correct you and about which you may be 

mistaken. This clearly suggests that the integration with theory which explains the incorrigibility 

of observation sentences is intrinsically connected with their having truth-values. It is only in 

virtue of these characteristics that they count as even the first steps of cognitive language. 

Thus, we are in a position to assess how an infant does gradually catch on the full adult use of 

observation sentences. Here an infant starts with the sentence as merely as a response to the 

current stimulation. He then acquires the disposition to change his verdict on it in the light of 

new evidence. This is physicalistic in nature. This will involve his treating it not as an 

unconstructed whole but rather as a make-up of significant parts. These two steps occur when the 

infant comes to assent to the observation sentence on account of both current stimulation and on 

the basis of integrated broad theory. It would be treated as a modest or low level process. It is 

stage where an adult says to an infant „It looks like a rabbit but it is not really one‟ where the 

illusion is made clear. In this way the infant perhaps may come to know the idiom „looks like… 
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but is not really‟. This is how an infant gradually overcomes his limitations of language. This 

process of learning is no longer behavioural in nature. Many would say that Quine‟s cognitive 

language is behavioural in nature. Quine himself denies it. Quine is a physicalist and thus he has 

introduced a physicalistic account of cognitive language. We think, after Quine, that no 

sentences completely fulfill the criteria for being observation sentences. Of course, we think that 

some sentences are highly observational and some others are not. We can measure it in terms of 

degree. But we can say that as far as the criterion of observability is concerned, no sentence 

would be absolutely observational. Highly observational sentences come closer and will be more 

or less learnable as responses to stimulation. However, they are integrated into wide-theory and 

they have truth-values and are objective and corrigible as well.  We can say that Quine‟s account 

of learning of observation sentences is an ongoing account of the learning of responses to current 

stimulation. The gap between learning of responses to current stimulation and highly observation 

sentences actually leaves a gap in his account of the learning of cognitive language. However, 

the gap can be narrowed down if we following the process of learning of language by an infant 

along with Quinean line. We think the very idea of observation sentence actually holds the 

centrality of doing this. 

2.6 Are Observation Sentences Theory-laden? 

So far we have seen that there is a gap between the observation sentence in the mouth of the 

infant and in the mouth of an adult. An infant is a first learner of language whereas an adult is 

fully competent speaker of the language. To the infant utterance of an observation sentence is a 

mere response to stimulation. In almost all situations the adult will give the same responses to his 

stimulations. Thus, as far the response level is concerned there we do not find any significant 

distinction between an infant and an adult. This is made possible because response is based on 
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perceptual similarity which is common to all observers. As sentences are observational in nature 

there underlies perceptual similarity to all observers. The only difference between an infant and 

an adult actually hinges on the range of knowledge they have regarding the object. For the adult 

the sentence is integrated with the rest of his knowledge. Accordingly, it may be claimed that 

uttering or asserting a sentence by an adult is not merely a response to stimulation. Besides, 

stimulation the adult has required a much more complicated disposition unlike an infant. On the 

basis of this an adult can easily avoid deceptive situation that cannot be avoided by an infant. 

The infant over the course of time has to acquire the mastery of the sentence to make or uplift 

him at par with an adult. He must begin to attain the wider theory into which the observation 

sentence in integrated. As the mastery over language is a matter of disposition, the infant like the 

adult must attain complicated disposition. Thus, as far as complex disposition is concerned an 

observation sentence in the mouth of the beginner differs from that of the mouth of an adult. 

Quine conceives it very well as he says that an observation sentence has two aspects what he 

termed it as „Janus-faced‟53
. 

What then is the role of observation sentence? Are observation sentences theory-laden? Many 

would say that observation sentences are theory-laden. The role of observation sentences is the 

ultimate evidence for theory. Some philosophers of science would say that there is no notion of 

observation which can serve as an independent notion of evidence for theory. Quine particularly 

in his later writings claims that observation sentences are theory-laden. According to Quine, 

there is a point of saying that observations sentences are theory-laden. Let us make this point 

clear after Quine. Suppose the sentence „There is water‟ – is an observation sentence. „Water‟ is 

a word which certainly occurs elsewhere in our theory of the world. In the science there is a 
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theory which reads „water‟ as H2O. Naturally, one might think the word „water‟ in its modest 

way with a theoretical term. The point that needs to be taken care of is that the observation 

sentence uses the term might be taken to show that the sentence has theoretical commitments in 

the sense that it already presupposes and draws upon our theory. As a result of that one may say 

that the sentence under consideration is not neutral – „theory-free‟ – evidence for theory. Even 

though Quine adheres to the view that observational sentences are theory-laden, he does not 

think that all observation sentences without exception are theory-laden. It may even perhaps be 

the case that in one sense this is correct and in another sense this is not correct. There are 

different types of observation sentences. Innocent observation sentences are theory-laden. Quine 

says, “Retrospectively those once innocent observation sentences are theory-laden indeed. An 

observation sentence containing no more theoretical a word than “water” will join forces with 

theoretical sentences containing terms as technical as “H2O”. Seen holophrastically, as 

conditioned to stimulatory situations, the sentence is theory-free; seen analytically, word by 

word, it is theory-laden.”54
 Following Quine, we can say that observation sentences may be 

theory-free when seen one way and theory-laden when seen another. When we talk of 

observation sentences we naturally focus on the various uses of the sentence but not on the 

sentence itself. We have seen that an assent to the observation sentence by the infant is a mere 

response to stimulation. As a result of that the observation sentence is not theory-laden in the 

case of an infant. However, in the case of an adult the observation sentence is theory-laden. The 

infant has only a partial mastery of the use of the sentence. He may make the same noise just like 

an adult but like an adult he will not be predisposed to accept or reject it under precisely the 

same circumstances. The sentence as used by a competent speaker is not theory-free. Even 

though he may initially accept an observation sentence but gradually he may change his mind in 
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the light of new evidence. As a result of that he may draw a theory beyond the single observation 

sentence with which he has started on. Quine in his later writing accept this point. While 

illuminating the nature of observation sentence Quine goes on to say that “it is the infection of 

observation by theory; the anti-epistemologists have a point here.”55
 Thus, for Quine, 

observation sentences are corrigible. They are not mere responses to stimulation, they are 

theory-laden. 

So far we have elaborately distinguished between observation sentences seen analytically and 

observation sentences seen holophrastically. Those observation sentences seen analytically are 

called genuine observation sentences with their full use and those observation sentences seen 

holophrastically are called the infant‟s proto-observation sentences. This distinction has to do 

with corrigibility and with neutrality between theories. This is also associated with other issues, 

such as, with grammar and also with reference. An observation sentence that has been used by an 

adult and also attributed as „seen analytically‟ is made of significant parts in the sense that they 

can occur in other sentences. The so-called significant parts are systematically arranged where 

grammar gets its foothold. Observation sentences in their adult usage are made up of nouns, 

verbs, articles, adjectives, prepositions. On the contrary, observation sentences seen 

holophrastically and as used by the neophyte function without grammar. Here the speech to 

which the learner is exposed affects him by stimulating his auditory nerves. Here the infant starts 

with the learning of language with standards of perceptual similarity which group noises into 

phonemes. Like grammar, reference is another issue to which the distinction between Quine‟s 

two aspects of observation sentences is relevant. Elsewhere in his book Word and Object, Quine 
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speaks of observation sentences as being „about ordinary things as opposed to sense-data‟56
. This 

reflects that observation sentences or most of them do refer to objects. There lies the relevance of 

reference while reading observation sentences. This does, however, make sense to say after 

Quine that any observation sentence is referential. Quine enquires how the child who has already 

acquired some observation sentences comes to acquire the capacity to refer to objects.
57

 Quine 

equally raised the same point in his Pursuit of Truth. Here Quine says that it is an advantage of 

beginning with observation sentences that „the nature and utility of reification could be 

deferred‟58
. However, it should be kept in mind that just acquiring observation sentences is not 

ipso-facto acquiring the capacity to refer. Accordingly, it can be said that initially observation 

sentences are not referential. It is not about anything so long it fails to refer an object. Thus, 

proto-observation sentences that an infant or a child can acquire initially are non-referential. 

However, the adult‟s outlook or vision about the same sentence is referential. Thus, we can say 

that referential sentences are theory-laden and non-referential sentences are not theory-laden. An 

observation sentence which is not theory-laden is ungrammatical where stimulation plays the 

central role. But an observation sentence which is referential and theory-laden is grammatical in 

nature. 

Simplistically, we can say after Quine that observation sentences as initially acquired are not 

referential. Such sentences are non-referential because they are indirectly linked to current neural 

intake. They are not linked with objects. Here Quine deviates from Davidson and others. One 

may raise a quip at this juncture. The child‟s utterance of „Fido‟ is linked to the neural intake 

according to Quine, but the child in this case, in some sense or other, acquires the disposition to 
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utter or to assent to „Fido‟ when it is in the presence of the dog. At least we can say against 

Quine that there is no deceptive situation in such a case. If it does then why do we deny 

referentiality in the case of observational sentence as undertaken by an infant? Quine would say 

that here the child‟s utterance is not a sentence that can be assessed as correct or incorrect, true 

or false. In the case of a referring expression we have an altogether a different interpretation. A 

referring expression is assessed as succeeding in referring, or failing to refer to an object. The 

utterance of the child in the present case is not a sentence but a name where the point of 

justification is almost void. In this regard, Quine makes a distinction between „full reification‟ 

and what he calls „perceptual reification‟. Experiments show that unlike the former the later is 

innate. This does not imply that the infant is innately capable of full reification which, according 

to Quine, involves the ability to make sense of identity over time. We have no reason to think 

that pre-linguistic infants can make sense of such things. Quine here agrees with Campbell on the 

point that reification of bodies is innate in man and other higher animals subject to a qualifying 

adjective „perceptual reification‟. Quine says, “I reserve “full reification” and “full reference” for 

the sophisticated stage where the identity of a body from one time to another can be queried and 

affirmed… .”59
 Quine ascribes perceptual reification to the infant, but not full reification. He 

equally accepts that perceptual reification naturally comes to us. Quine further contends that 

many of our early observation sentences are terms referring to what Quine calls bodies. A body, 

according to Quine, “typically contrasts with its visual surroundings in color and in movement or 

parallax. It is fairly chunky and compact. … If we make contact, it resists pressure”60
. The fact 

that children learn observation sentences, such as, „Mama‟, „Dadda‟, or „Fido‟ actually specifies 

innate standard of perceptual similarity which are ready-made for bodies with their vagaries. The 
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similarity basis of „Mama‟ was rather a long story and it is apparently a sort of similarity that we 

are innately predisposed. The child‟s standards of perceptual similarity actually allow him 

readily to catch on to words for bodies. We are, Quine says, in a memorable turn of phrase, 

„body-minded animals‟ and he continues by saying that “by natural selection; for body-

mindedness has evident survival value in town and jungle.”61
 Infants thus equipped standards of 

perceptual similarity adopted for bodies. These are complex dispositions where there we do not 

have any specific methodology. What is true to say is that children are basically quick learners. 

They also quickly learn general terms for bodies besides observation sentence „Mama‟. This 

learning demands a second order similarity, what may be termed as „a similarity of similarities‟.  

In virtue of these dispositions which gradually lead the infant to second order similarity is a sort 

of engagement in perceptual reification. However, perceptual reification falls short of full 

reification. In this sense perceptual reification may be comprehended as a mere reaction to 

stimulations. 

Thus, it seems to us that perceptual reification is inferior to full reification as unlike the 

perceptual reification, full reification requires certain abilities, which go beyond anything that we 

have reason to attribute to the infant. According to Quine, full reification actually involves being 

able to re-identify an object across time. A competent speaker of language always cannot answer 

this question whether the same object over again and again is being identified by him, but he can 

at least make sense of it. For Quine, this is a special ability which would require “our whole 

schematism of space and time and the unobserved trajectories of bodies within it.”62
 Thus, in a 

sense the requirements for full reification are also the requirements for reference. When we talk 

of proto-observation sentence, we are actually talking merely about the infant‟s ability to respond 
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to neural intake. Of course, it may perhaps be the case that this sort of ability be sufficient for 

proto-observation sentences, but surely not for reference. Quine, of course, does not think that 

the relation between a referring expression and the object to which it refers is fundamental, rather 

he thinks of such relation as derivative. Instead of inquiring mere reference, Quine put emphasis 

on explanation of how the reference is made possible; what it is for a term to refer; how it comes 

about that we are capable of using terms in that way. For Quine, reference always presupposes 

infant‟s ability to respond to stimulation; it also presupposes further abilities. In inquires further 

what those abilities are and how they might be acquired. All these issues are concerned to Quine. 

That is why Quine, like Davidson, does not build the notion of reference into the fundamental 

account of language. 

So far we have discussed two aspects of observation sentences where an infant taking his first 

step into language and a competent speaker who has a whole range of sophisticated stimulations. 

The former has mastered only some response to stimulations, proto-observation sentences. By 

contrast, for the latter observation sentences are concerned to theory as a whole in various ways, 

such as, corrigibility, reference, evidence, etc. The relevance of all these arise out of these 

connections. These two aspects are hierarchical in nature.  We start with the one and gradually 

move towards acquiring the latter. Thus, in a sense the dual aspect is essential to the function of 

observation sentence as the starting point of language and conceptualization. However, the 

learning proto-observation sentence does not presuppose any prior conceptual or theoretical 

resources because it is the begging where one can start. As far as corrigibility of observation 

sentence is concerned, one has to emphasis on how we come to be able to correct our own and 

other‟s utterances in the light of latter evidence. Quine in this regard introduces the concept 

„categoricals‟ and then tells us how observational categoricals might be acquired; how other 
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sentences might be accepted or rejected on the basis of observation categories at a very general 

and schematic level. In this regard, the issue of reference plays an important role.  

2.7 Beyond Observation Sentence 

To justify observation sentences as theory-laden, we have to go beyond the range of observation 

sentence. According to Quine, we are physical objects and we are also subject to physical forces 

which gives rise to the stimulation of our sensory nerves. Through sensory nerves or input we 

emit sounds or marks or gestures (output). Our output is about the world that has been portrait 

through cognitive language. This is the basis of cognitive language. Cognitive language thus 

makes a relation of sensory input to linguistic output what Quine reads as „the relation of theory 

to evidence‟. We have seen that the beginnings of cognitive language start from responses to 

stimulation of observation sentence. Thus, in a sense cognitive language is answerable to sensory 

stimulations. Even though we start with observation sentences as a beginning of developing 

cognitive language, but we cannot stick to it because of the complex nature of cognitive 

language. Cognitive language is complicated because here one has to explore how does 

knowledge relate to observation sentences and thus to sensory stimulations. How do we acquire 

our theory of the world? The so-called observation sentences that we talk with regard to Quine‟s 

cognitive language are not typical of language as such. They can only be learned as responses to 

stimulations. The dispositions which must be acquired in order to learn a particular observation 

sentence are relatively straightforward and more importantly, the number of sentences that a 

child can learn as observation sentences will be quite small. According to Quine, sentences in 

general differ from observation sentences both in complexity and also in number. Unlike a 

sentence, an observation sentence is primarily associated with relatively straightforward and 

specifiable dispositions. One thing should be kept in mind that Quine is not interested about 
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linguistic, rather his intention is to give an epistemological interpretation of cognitive language. 

In the previous sequel we have seen that Quine has developed naturalized epistemology and in 

this regard he has criticized First Philosophy or the so-called traditional or classical epistemology 

governed by philosophical dogmas. Thus, we can say that the concern of Quine‟s cognitive 

language is not the mechanism of language learning along with the line of linguist; rather his 

main concern is epistemological. As far as epistemological intuition is concerned it is a matter of 

how our sentences come to make claims about the world and how we acquire cognitive language. 

His interest is not, of course, to know about child‟s sense of grammaticality rather to know about 

how the child might be in a position to learn relevant observation sentences; how to form 

judgments as to the correctness of other sentences. Thus, in a sense Quine is interested to know 

about the ability to use the construction to make utterances that the rest of us accept as true or at 

least as plausible. Quine, however, inclines to say that assigning the correct truth-value of 

linguistic expression does not make sense to say that one has come to know about its use. To 

know how we do use a sentence is not associated with the correct truth value of the sentence 

under consideration. However, many would say that to know about the correct use of sentence 

actually leads us to know about the truth-value of the sentence under consideration. The use of a 

sentence is relative whereas the truth value of a sentence is not relative; a sentence is true once 

for all, or false once for all. However, the truth value of a sentence of the new kind is affected by 

the truth-values of other sentences. Thus, the idea of distributing truth-values continues to play a 

vital role. Quine in this regard talks in favour of learning of eternal predication. For Quine, a 

predication may be saddled with one truth-value for all eternity. Simplistically, it can be said 

after Quine that in learning language, „we are learning how to distribute truth-values. … In 
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learning the eternal predicational construction, we are learning how to judge whether a given pair 

of terms produces a true predication, true for good, or a false one, false for good‟.63
 

As we have said Quine‟s ultimate objective continues to be on knowledge. He is more interested 

with the way in which knowledge is acquired. Even though process of learning is a higher level 

of abstraction, but it should not be detached from epistemology of theory of knowledge. We have 

already noted that sentences in general are correctly asserted or denied on the basis of other 

sentences asserted or denied and also on the basis of stimulation. The point concerned the 

complexity of the dispositions helps one to learn sentences beyond the observational. Beyond the 

level of observation sentence there may be little of general nature that can be said about what 

counts as evidence for and against a sentence. Holism limits how much there is to be said about 

the evidence relation. Holism equally limits how much there are to be said about the learning 

relation. Thus, Quine‟s strategy is to find out the process of language-dependent learning based 

more on holism. In this direction observation sentences would be regarded as the first part of 

language to be acquired. At this stage Quine is concerned to show how sentences of that kind 

might be learnt by an infant who has not yet mastered any part of language. At that stage, we 

presuppose that the infant has mastered some parts of the language and on the basis of that he 

can move to the second stage of learning. Although Quine is a conceptual relativist, but his 

account of learning of language by an infant attributes some prior language mastery to the 

learner albeit in a modest way. As a result of that it may perhaps be the case that the infant may 

or may not pass through a stage of uttering observation sentences whenever stimulatory 

circumstances warrant the utterance. The disposition to utter is inhibited and largely replaced by 

a disposition to assent to or dissent from observation sentences. Along this way, the infant thus 
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comes to master assent or dissent. This profusely facilitates his learning. From physicalistic point 

of view, the children hears one adult assenting to or dissenting from, the queried sentences of 

another and eventually he spontaneously ventures his own utterances of assent and dissent in 

response to observation sentences meet with acceptance or rejection. Here infant‟s learning of 

the observation sentence actually relies on the mastery of other parts of language-assent and 

dissent. It relies on the ability to respond in the appropriate sort of way to adult sign of assent or 

dissent in response to observation sentences. Thus, for Quine, learning of observation sentence is 

language-dependent in a limited way. 

This position of Quine is contrary to the position of Chomsky. Unlike Quine, Chomsky puts 

emphasis on the innate mechanism of developing the learning of language. According to 

Chomsky, language is innate. Every normal child at the time of birth innately preoccupied a 

linguistic organ placed in the left hemisphere of the brain from where language is spontaneously 

generated. As language is spontaneously generated from the brain, Chomsky calls it 

Transformation Generative Grammar. Thus, for Chomsky learning of language at the initial 

stage is mental, not physical as Quine has claimed. According to Quine, learning of language at 

the very initial stage is a stimulation of responses. For Chomsky, it is innate and it is developed 

from the brain where there is no role of stimulation or stimulus responses. Thus, we find a 

significant difference between Quine and Chomsky as far as learning of language by an infant at 

the initial stage is concerned. Quine is in favour of language dependent learning of language, i.e., 

learning that „depends on other locutions previously learned‟64. Here learner‟s standard of 

similarity plays an important role. There are many analogous constituents, such as, disjunction, 

negation, conjunction etc. from which one may take the help. What is initially learnt as being 
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what he calls a verdict function rather than a truth-function. A sentence may be true or false, but 

there are three possible conceptual verdicts on an observation sentence, such as, assent, dissent, 

and abstain. Quine also mentions another kind of learning what he calls analogous synthesis. For 

example, if an infant observe that from the word „Foot‟, an adult can construct the sentence „This 

is my foot‟, likewise just on the basis of analogy the infant may utter the sentence „This is my 

hand‟ from the word „Hand‟ on an appropriate occasion without having any previous experience.  

If a child says „My hand hurts‟, his sentence is not an observation sentence. Here the stimulatory 

conditions which prompt its assent are not shared even though there are some observable marks, 

such as, cuts, scrapes and bruises which may bring sympathy. If the child says „Mama‟s hand 

hurts‟ from the sentence „My hand hurts‟, it is not closed to an observation sentence at all 

because here the child‟s mother may not currently be visible. Thus, on the basis of analogous 

synthesis, there may enlarge the stock of sentences of an elementary sort. Over the course of 

learning process the child finds new ability to form predictions leads it to sentences which are 

importantly different from observation sentences. According to Quine, the new sentence is 

appropriately asserted “when the respective regions that are rendered salient by these two terms 

are combined in a certain pattern: the one surrounded by, or embedded in, the other.”65
 This 

ongoing process gradually helps one to generalize and end up by associating „in‟ with the 

manner of embedment. This is how one may take a step beyond observation sentence, a step 

towards something that is quite new in principle. Beyond the observation sentence, one has to 

depend more on the range of indirect evidence. However, the so-called indirect evidence is a 

different matter from the learning of observation sentence. It is holistic. It depends on the child‟s 
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is having mastered a portion of the theory of the world which extends well beyond the 

observation sentence. 

The next stage is a general mastery of the „in‟ construction where the child may form compounds 

on the basis of his grasp of the components without any prior experience of the whole sentence. 

At this stage, the distance from direct observation is likely to be greater. Here the child depends 

on vague and indirect evidence at large. As far as holism is concerned the child‟s learning of the 

sentences involves a mastery of what counts as evidence for and against. Owing to have the full 

mastery (competency over language, according to Chomsky) the child then proceeds to 

compound sentences and modify the expressions contained in these original sentences. He can 

construct new sentences as well. Full ability or mastery to do this will come only as gradually. 

As far as holism is concerned we can say that a given may be linked not merely to current 

stimulation but to other sentences as well. Thus, in a sense holism as such prompts one to move 

beyond the observation sentences. Now, to say that a sentence is linked to certain other sentence 

is to say that a competent user of that sentence will be more or less likely to assent to those other 

sentences. It is clearly a behavioural matter as it has to do with behavioural dispositions. It is 

ultimately a matter of the physical state of the organism. Language learning is a gradual process; 

it is in general progresses in this way that what is learnt is a holistic language where evidence 

gradually bears on a given sentence indirectly via other sentences. Alternatively, we can say after 

Quine that what is to be learnt is a holistic language. Here the learner gets mastery if he proceeds 

by leaps where its truth and falsity is not evident. The „leap‟ that is involved here is of a 

particularly interesting kind as it is based on the idea that „the sound of a word can have 

somewhat the same effect as the sight of its object‟66
. Here we have a prototype of the confusion 
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of use and mention, of a word with the thing it designates. Quine in this regard says, “Language 

is rooted in what a good scientific language eschews. … Language is conceived in sin and 

science is its redemption.”67
 What we can assert at this juncture is that beyond the observation 

sentences, language mastery, like the evidence relation, is holistic. 

*** 
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